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The Flecto PCCT was designed to fill a gap in the market where units already have a 

pulse output on their water meters. Old-school water meters have a magnet fixed to 

one of the rotating wheels inside.
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Every time the magnet passes the 

magnetic reed switch, a pulse 

gets generated.

Simply add this unit to your 

existing water meter pulse output 

and you are good to go.

Standard Li-Ion battery for 

extreme long battery life and is 

packaged in a newly designed 

IP66 plastic enclosure.

Wireless communication bridging 

the gap between Smart Water 

Meter and Pulse meter units.

Facilitates getting your data in 

one place, all the time.

Sync water meter or gas meter 

serial number on the device as 

well as the start reading.

The intelligent alarm system will 

report on water leakages and

excessive usage of water.

Pulse Counter 
Communication 
Technology
Brochure

The unit also features tamper 

warnings and reporting of dry 

conditions where no pulse was 

received within a certain period.
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Unique

Target audience

Business in a box. Saving you money.

Location

Smart ideas

The system is unique in the way that it is designed to fill a 

gap in the market where units already have a pulse 

output on their water meters..

By partnering with a technology company that is on the 

bleeding edge, you position yourself to always be a trend 

setting firm. This is what Flecto Sense does daily for 

hundreds of customers. Join us today.

Will this be the solution for you? Ask yourself if your meter 

is capturing the correct pulse readings? The PCCT can be 

configured to match the existing meter exactly and give 

accurate data..

The PCCT can be added to your existing water meter pulse 

output. The intelligent alarm system will report on water 

leakages and excessive usage of water.

Wireless communication bridging the gap between Smart 

Water Meter and Pulse meter units. Alarms and Warnings 

get transmitted to the FSC. Facilitates getting your data in 

one place, all the time.

The intelligent alarm system will report on water leakages 

and excessive usage of water. The unit also features tamper 

warnings and reporting of dry conditions. Saving you money 

by preventing excessive usage.


